
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a specialist automation. If you
are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for specialist automation

Lead a core top talent team of architects to build a test automation
framework including various architectural levels of parent scripts, child
scripts, high and low level function libraries, test data and business rules
Design and develop enterprise wide, re-usable testing productivity
components, frameworks and accelerators based on the specified
recommendations while maintaining focus on details and a wide perspective
across multiple lines of business
Provide technical leadership and strategic direction for BMO Automation
Practice
Demonstrate deep thinking and thought leadership capabilities in
combination with a vision for how complex framework design elements can
combine and communicate in a reusable/modular approach to achieve
elegant but focused implementations/ solutions to complex testing or
validation problems across multiple enterprise applications
Negotiating and identifying solutions to test automation challenges ranging
from resourcing to funding, remove roadblocks to test automation progress
and drive them to closure
Maintenance of PLC change management software
Creation maintenance procedures for end devices, transmitters and PLC logic
Creation of instrumentation maintenance procedures
Input on full field development specifications
Support the daily operations of the business unit through the installation,
programming, start-up and maintenance of automation and process control
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Qualifications for specialist automation

Experience/education in coding, programming
Experience/education in continuous improvement, process automation
3+ years of experience in marketing automation administration, developing
and implementing marketing campaigns, utilising Salesforce.com along with
an automation tool (experience optimally w/ Silverpop or Marketo, but could
also be Eloqua, Pardot, Hubspot, etc)
Strong computer skills and experience working with Dreamweaver, web
based applications, CSS, data manipulation, database operations, HTML, and
XML
Strong attention to detail with the ability to multitask and work within a
rapidly changing environment
You are innovative, driven, confident, organised and a high-energy team
player


